
HammerHead® HydroGuide® HG20
20 Ton Winch System; Superior Power
for all the Really Tough Jobs.
The HydroGuide HG20 winch has a compact design that
increases maneuverability, simplifies transport and allows
setup in tight areas. With 40,000 lbs (178 KN) of pull,
the HG20 has the power to handle longer and larger
pipe bursting 6”-30” diameter pipe, slip lining, pipe
pulling, cable pulling and swage lining jobs. As with all
HammerHead winches, the HG20 provides continuous
tension and the line speed adjusts to the bursting speed
automatically.

The solid dual capstan design offers constant pulling
force over the entire cable length and helps reduce cable
wear. A proven bullwheel and planetary drive system
provides reliability on the job where it counts. 

Features:
Proven bullwheel and single planetary drive design for
reliablility.

On board storage of standard 19’ (5.79 m) downrigger
and sheave assembly.

The HG20 is versatile. Designed specifically for the
trenchless industry, the HG20 can perform pipe bursting,
slip lining, swage lining, cable and pipe pulling projects

*Weight without cable.

Engine Diesel, Kubota V1505 (Water Cooled)
Horsepower - HP (kw) 36 (26.5)
Rig Size L/W/H - in (cm) 81/66/159 (206/168/404)
Weight - lb (kg) 7,000 (3,175)*
Max. pulling force - tons (t) 20 (18.1)
Standard Downrigger Length - ft (m) 19 (5.79)
Single Planetary Bullwheel Design Standard
Multi Position Leveling Jacks Standard
Remote Hydraulics Standard
Electric Start Standard
Cable Diameter - in (mm) .875 (22)
Cable Weight - lb (kg) 2,840 (1,288)
Standard Usable Cable Length - ft (m) 1,250 (381)
Usable Cable Capacity - ft (m) 2,000 (610)
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BUILT FOR TOUGH PIPE BURSTING JOBS


